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“Your Interest Cancellation Experts”

I

first heard about
the PILL Method
from a colleague who
worked with me. I
did not pursue it any
further until I spoke
with Mr. Don Daniel
who gave me more
information.

After a year from my
first introduction to the
PILL Method, I had not
made the financial progress that I had hoped.
It seemed as though I
was moving towards my
goal of becoming debt
free at a snail’s pace.
Something was missing.

“I will be completely debt free by
December of this year!”
Woodrow Vaughn
Woodrow Vaughn

P.I.L.L.
stands for
P-Prepayment of
Principal
I-Isolation of
Principal
Amount
L-Leverage
L-Liquidity

Consequently, I set up
consultation with Don
and the rest is history. I
purchased the PILL Method Financial Robot in July
of 2012 and at that time I
had 19 years left on my
mortgage! With the help
of Don and Client Support
I had all my information
entered into the robot
very quickly and I could
instantly see that I had
less than 3 years left on all
my debt and my interest
cost would be slashed by
over 80%! To tell you the
truth it was a little unbelievable.
But now...in March of
2014, less than two years
from my starting date I

can clearly see that I am
within 9 months of being
debt free. That’s right I
will be completely debt
free by December of this
year even though I have
added $5,000 in business
debt and spent an additional $3,000 on vacations.
The Robot allows you to
see progress, interest
saved and it forces you to
watch where your money
goes. It also gives the
advantage of scheduling the best time to
make payments so
that the most interest
can be saved, thereby
reaching financial goals
sooner.

This program offers other
services that help keep
track of banking, credit
cards, mortgage, budgets
etc. The PILL Financial
Robot gives you all this
information and more.
Then presents it all in a
convenient one-stop-shop
package. Just a little training from Don and his
team, and you can take
better control of your financial future. Take my
word; this thing works
when you work it!
Why not take the “PILL”
and leave your financial
headaches behind.
God Bless
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With the powerful algorithms programmed
into our Financial Robot.....you can cut your
interest costs by 50 to
75%. Therefore our Robot can recommend a
reallocation of a specif-

This is the process of
combining all the currently identified financial variables in every
way possible to find
the one optimized permutation that will minimize your cost to the

Financial Optimization is now
available to OUR clients and not just to
bankers.
ic amount of those
funds already contained
in your budget and send
more of your money to
principal without increasing your monthly
budget or income!
Financial Optimization
is now available to
OUR clients and not
just to bankers. The
purpose of Financial
Optimization is to lower the cost of using
your money to a technological
minimum.
How do we do this?
Through Algorithmic
Factorial Permutational
Calculation!

least amount possible.
With just 10 variables
there
are
over
3,000,000 unique permutations to choose
from! By primarily fo-

ary funds to use to
build up a reserve
fund, then it determines the right month
and the right day of the
month to apply a specific amount of the
funds amassed to the
right loan, to eliminate
the maximum amount
of interest and time
from your debt, has
proven itself to be the
most powerful debt
elimination system in
the world. All this is
done without the need
for increasing your
income or your monthly budget.

To compare the PILL Financial Robot to
a plain software program is like comparing a tin can on a string to a
Satellite Phone!

cusing on reducing the
cost of using money
we have found that this
is the most powerful
money
management
strategy in use today.
Our system by determining
the
exact
amount of discretion-

The new PILL Method
Financial Robot is
more automatic than
ever. This Thinking
Program incorporates
Artificial Intelligence!
To compare the PILL
Financial Robot to a

plain software program is like comparing a tin can on a
string to a Satellite
Phone! Your finances can now be justified daily. You can
set your finances on
auto-pilot, build an
emergency fund, prepare reports for tax
time, and set a date
for financial freedom;
this smart system
does it all!
This is the only System in the world that
will use all the financial information made
available to it and
programs itself to
give you up to the
second financial recommendations. This
information will help
you to manage your
finances to save interest
costs,
build
wealth, and eliminate
debt in record time.
All with little to no
change in your current budget!!
Don Daniel
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A PILL Method Seminar On The
Beautiful Island Of Bermuda!
In February of this year my
wife and I were invited to the
beautiful island of Bermuda
where I was to speak on the
topic of amortized loans and
the truth as to how we as
consumers pay 75% more
interest than we need to!
Well the words God gave me
to speak did not fall on deaf
ears; the two presentations I
gave were so well received
that I was extended a second
invitation to return to Bermuda.
Damon Hendrickson Pastor
of the Midland Heights Seventh-day Adventist Church
had an immediate connection with the subject matter
and seemed to know just
what I was talking about. As
stewards of God’s blessings
we need know and understand that as we need to live
as we work as laborers in
God’s harvest field to relieve
the suffering of human beings, this work requires
money and consecration!
It is so easy to be distracted
with the trials of every day
life managing the resources
that God provides for us
especially during an economic downturn. It is possible that a poor economy can
start to affect the amount of
money dedicated to good
works. As the economic pie
starts to shrink the pieces we
need to divide for the various parts of our work as

family members and church
members get smaller and
smaller.

to learn.
And here is the second and
most powerful part of our

And if men will become channels through
which heaven's blessing can flow
to others, the Lord
will keep the channel supplied.
The tendency is to focus on
the ever shrinking economy
and the smaller pie we have
been given to work with and
thus try to make decisions
about which of the programs
that have been developed to
serve God’s people, who are in
bondage, do we cut back or
worse yet eliminated altogether!

message. Please stop focusing
on the ebbing economy, your
bleeding bank account, and
your withering wallet, instead
focus on the hills and ask,
“Where does my help come
from?”, and know that your
help comes from the Lord!
Here is one of my favorite
quotes from the book Counsels on Stewardship page 36:

The message we are bringing
back to Bermuda is one of
power and of
peace. First of all
The message we are bringing
we will take a
second look at back to Bermuda is one of power
our pie and see if
and of peace.
there might be
another way to
view things. The
banking system as it pertains
The Lord does not propose to
to borrowing and lending has
come to this world, and lay
a great advantage for the
down gold and silver for the
lender because we have never
advancement of His work. He
been taught how loans actualsupplies men with resources,
ly work and we pay far more
that by their gifts and offerinterest than we need to. That
ings they may keep His work
practice is going to end beadvancing. The one purpose
cause the education will be
above all others for which
provided to all who are willing
God's gifts should be used is

the sustaining of workers in
the harvest field. And if men
will become channels through
which heaven's blessing can
flow to others, the Lord will
keep the channel supplied. It
is not returning to the Lord
His own that makes men
poor; withholding tends to
poverty. . . .

No matter how bad the situation seems to appear, we as
Son and Daughters of God
need to know we are “masters
and not slaves of circumstances” the practical instruction contained in God’s word,
if believed and implemented,
yields real and positive results
and promotes peace of mind.
For we absolutely know God
is our unfailing supply and we
can depend on the spiritual
connection formed through
the practice of His Word.
This connection is the transformation that is caused by
the “Renewing of your mind”
making it possible to better
hear the instruction that is
promised
when
we
acknowledge God in all our
ways and He will direct our
path.
The pictures you see on page
four and five are just a few
from our first trip and I will
also put some up from my
second trip.

Don Daniel
...Continued on page 4
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PattieJean Brown, Patricia Daniel & Dr. Jeffery Brown

...Continued on page 5
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Iva Wilson and Patricia Daniel

Coming Events:

Seminar at Midland Heights Seventh-day Adventist Church 145 North Shore Road Hamilton,
Bermuda CR-02 March 28th-30th, 2014 Pastor Damon E. Hendrickson Office: 441-293-0557
Seminar at Westside Seventh-day Adventist Church Fresno California April 25th,-27th, 2014
Pastor Earl Canson 209-918-1203
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